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Apple-Samsung iPhone design 
copying case goes to jury

Apple seeking more than a billion dollars in damages
SAN JOSE: Jurors return to a Silicon Valley courtroom
today to put a price on patented iPhone design fea-
tures copied by Samsung in a legal case dating back
seven years. Apple is seeking slightly more than a bil-
lion dollars in damages, while Samsung wants a figure
closer to $28 million. The jury has been asked to deter-
mine whether design features at issue in the case are
worth all profit made from Samsung smartphones that
copied them or whether those features are worth just a
fraction because they are
components.

“Samsung isn’t saying it
isn’t required to pay profits,”
Samsung attorney John
Quinn said during closing
arguments on Friday. “It is
just saying it isn’t required to
pay profits on the whole
phone.” The three design
patents in the case apply to
the shape of the iPhone’s
black screen with rounded
edges and a bezel, and the rows of colorful icons dis-
played.

Samsung no longer sells the smartphone models at
issue in the case. Two utility patents also involved apply
to “bounce-back” and “tap-to-zoom” functions. “This
is a case that is focused on design, and the application
of design to smartphones,” Apple attorney Joseph
Mueller said in closing arguments. When one company
copies a rival’s design, that “is not a level playing field,
and that is just not right,” he contended.

Apple argued in court that the iPhone was a “bet-
the-company” project at Apple and that design is as
much the “article of manufacture” as the device itself.

Apple attorney Bill Lee equated the notion to a car-
maker copying the look of the Volkswagen Beetle and
coming to market with a competing model. Determining
whether the design features qualify as the “article of
manufacture” will be key to whether jurors award the
profit from all the Samsung phones involved, according
to legal standards presented by the court. The case
dates back seven years. An original trial finding that
Samsung violated Apple patents was followed by

lengthy appellate dueling
over whether design features
such as rounded edges are
worth all the money made
from a phone.

Technology vs Style 
Samsung, which had been

ordered to pay $400 million,
challenged the legal prece-
dent that requires the forfei-
ture of all profits from a
product even if only a single

design patent has been infringed. The US Supreme
Court in 2016 overturned the $400 million patent
infringement penalty imposed on the South Korean
consumer electronics giant.

Justices ruled that Samsung should not be required
to forfeit the entire profits from its smartphones for
infringement on design components, sending the case
back to a lower court. The ruling found that the penal-
ty-one element of a major patent infringement case-
was inappropriate because it represented “Samsung’s
entire profit from the sale of its infringing smartphones”
for copying the iPhone’s “rectangular front face with
rounded edges and a grid of colorful icons on a black

screen.” The key question of the value of design patents
rallied Samsung supporters in the tech sector, and
Apple backers in the creative and design communities.
Samsung won the backing of major Silicon Valley and
other IT sector giants, including Google, Facebook, Dell
and Hewlett-Packard, claiming a strict ruling on design
infringement could lead to a surge in litigation.

Apple was supported by big names in fashion and
manufacturing. Design professionals, researchers and
academics, citing precedents like Coca-Cola’s iconic
soda bottle. The Supreme Court stopped short of delv-

ing into details of how the lower court should determine
how much phone design components are worth when it
comes to patent infringement violations.

Presiding US District Court Judge Lucy Koh gave
jurors in her San Jose courtroom a four-factor test to
determine an “article of manufacture,” but it is up to the
panel to decide how the evidence fits that framework.
The case is one element of a $548 million penalty-
knocked down from an original $1 billion jury award  —
Samsung was ordered to pay for copying iPhone
patents. — AFP 

Case dates back
seven years

LONDON: Britain will tackle “the Wild West ele-
ments” on the Internet from cyberbullying to online
child exploitation by introducing new laws for social
media companies, digital minister Matt Hancock said
yesterday.

Launching a consultation on what measures should
be used to ensure the safety of those using the
Internet, Hancock said the government would publish
a white paper - a policy document that sets out pro-
posals for future legislation - later this year and aim
to bring in new laws “in the next couple of years”.
Better regulating social media companies has long
been an aim of a government that has struggled to
carry out its agenda with Britain’s departure from the
European Union taking up much of ministers’ time.

“Digital technology is overwhelmingly a force for
good across the world and we must always champion
innovation and change for the better,” Hancock said in
a statement. “At the same time I have been clear that
we have to address the Wild West elements of the
Internet through legislation, in a way that supports
innovation. We strongly support technology compa-
nies to start up and grow, and we want to work with
them to keep our citizens safe.”

There was little detail on what kind of regulation
should be used to protect those using the Internet,
but Hancock told the BBC that as part of the data
protection bill now in parliament, firms could be fined
up to 4 percent of their global turnover. But when
asked whether the government would stop companies
from allowing children to spend hours on the Internet,
Hancock told ITV television: “We want to have a
broad consultation.” In his statement, Hancock said
the ministry for digital, culture, media and sport and
the interior ministry would work with regulators, plat-
forms and advertising companies to settle on legisla-
tion that tackles “both legal and illegal harms”. “I
don’t want the trolls to win,” Hancock said. —Reuters 

UK exploring new 
laws to tackle 
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WASHINGTON: For its updated news application, Google
is doubling down on the use of artificial intelligence as part
of an effort to weed our disinformation and help users get
viewpoints beyond their own “filter bubble.” Google chief
Sundar Pichai, who unveiled the updated Google News ear-
lier this month, said the app now “surfaces the news you
care about from trusted sources while still giving you a full
range of perspectives on events.”

It marks Google’s latest effort to be at the center of
online news and includes a new push to help publishers get
paid subscribers through the tech giant’s platform.
According to product chief Trystan Upstill, the news app
“uses the best of artificial intelligence to find the best of
human intelligence-the great reporting done by journalists
around the globe.”

While the app will enable users to get “personalized”
news, it will also include top stories for all readers, aiming to
break the so-called filter bubble of information designed to
reinforce people’s biases. “Having a productive conversation
or debate requires everyone to have access to the same
information,” Upstill said.

He said the “full coverage” feed would be the same for
everyone-”an unpersonalized view of events from a range
of trusted news sources.” Some journalism industry veterans
were skeptical about the effort to replace human editors
with machine curators. “There’s been a fantasy of (algorith-
mic) personalized news for a log time,” said New York
University journalism professor Meredith Broussard.
“Nobody has ever gotten it right. I think that news design-
ers and home page editors do a good job of curating
already.” Google and Facebook have also been criticized for
scooping up most online ad revenues and for enabling false
information to spread. Recently, News Corp. CEO Robert
Thomson called for an “algorithm review board” that would
“oversee these historically influential digital platforms and
ensure that there is no algorithmic abuse or censorship.”

In the new app, Google’s “newsstand” addresses some
concerns by allowing users to sign up for subscriptions
using their Google accounts, and will enable publishers to

connect with readers directly. Dan Kennedy, a Northeastern
University journalism professor, said the revamped news
app appears to be positive for the news ecosystem.

“For many years, Google refused to share ad revenues
with news organizations on the grounds that Google was
driving traffic to them, and that it was up to those organiza-
tions to figure out how to monetize that traffic,” Kennedy
said. “Now, with more than 90 percent of all new digital ad
revenues going to Google and Facebook, Google is finally
acknowledging that it’s time to try something else.”
Nicholas Diakopoulos, a Northwestern University professor
specializing in computational and data journalism, said the
impact of Google’s changes remain to be seen. Diakopoulos
said algorithmic and personalized news can be positive for
“engagement” but may only benefit a handful of news
organizations. His research found that “Google concentrates
its attention on a relatively small number of publishers, it’s
quite concentrated.” Google’s effort to identify and priori-

tize “trusted” news sources may also be problematic,
according to Diakopoulos. “Maybe it’s good for the big
guys, or the (publishers) who have figured out how to game
the algorithm,” he said. “But what about the local news sites,
what about the new news sites that don’t have a long track
record?” Diakopoulos said that while AI can offer some
advantages in news curation, “you still need people involved
in many different ways. you need to reflect human values,
editorial values... you can’t quantify every aspect that might
be important to an editorial decision.” The growing impor-
tance of the platforms raise the questions of whether
Google and Facebook are “media” companies and not sim-
ply technology firms, a moniker both have resisted.
Diakopoulos said Google “is becoming more and more like
a media company,” although that is sometimes difficult to
define. “Yahoo started as a tech company and became a
media company, and maybe Google is headed in that direc-
tion,” he said. — AFP 

SAN FRANCISCO: PayPal recently announced a deal to
buy Swedish online commerce startup iZettle for $2.2 bil-
lion, a deal that came as the young company was poised
for a stock market debut. US-based PayPal, which was
spun off from eBay three years ago, said that its biggest
acquisition to date would strengthen its platform for han-
dling payment transactions at small businesses, particularly
in Europe and Latin America.

“Small businesses are the engine of the global economy
and we are continuing to expand our platform to help them
compete and win online, in-store and via mobile,” PayPal
chief executive Dan Schulman said in a release. “In today’s
digital world, consumers want to be able to buy when,
where and how they want.” Schulman described the merg-
ing of iZettle and PayPal as a “strategic fit” combining
shared values and culture with complementary product
offerings and geographies.

The iZettle platform for handling retail transactions is
used by nearly a half million merchants, according to
PayPal. The startup has been compared to Square, a pay-
ments platform co-founded by Twitter chief executive Jack
Dorsey that made it easy to take credit card payments
using smartphones or tablets. Buying iZettle will expand
PayPal’s reach into shops in Brazil, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway,
Spain and Sweden.—AFP 
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WASHINGTON: An audio snippet with just two syllables
has ignited an Internet meltdown, dividing social media
users into staunchly opposed camps: do you hear “Yanny”
or “Laurel?”  The collective sensory experiment causing a
Twitter tizzy mushroomed from a short audio clip original-
ly published by a high school student on Reddit, The New
York Times said.

Roland Szabo, 18, said he recorded the seemingly
innocuous audio from a vocabulary website while doing a
project for his school in the US state of Georgia. He played
it for his peers, who disagreed over whether the syllables
formed “Yanny” or “Laurel.” Intrigued, Szabo sent it to a
friend who posted the clip on Instagram and created a poll
that quickly went viral, triggering a mass debate that has
spread internationally. Input from celebrities has inflamed
the frenzy: “It’s Yanny,” horror writer Stephen King said in
a deadpan tweet. “It’s so clearly laurel,” quipped super-
model Chrissy Teigen. “I can’t figure out how one would
hear yanny.” In perhaps the most vexing element of the
debate, the majority of listeners hear beyond doubt one of
the two words, with few waffling between the two. Others
hear only laughter.

The US Department of Defense made light of the con-
troversy on its Twitter account, with a photo of a US
Marine Corps instructor berating a recruit: “I said it’s
#Yanny, recruit, not #Laurel!” Circulating elsewhere on
the internet was the line: “Man Calls Girlfriend ‘Yanny’
During Sex, Swears He Said ‘Laurel’.” A straw poll carried
out among staff in AFP’s Washington bureau counted 17

for Yanny, and 14 for Laurel. Just three were caught in
between-hearing first one, then the other when played
again, or a mix of the two sounds.

Brain game 
Poppy Crum, chief scientist at Dolby Labs in San

Francisco, said the environment in which one listens,
including whether headphones or a speaker are used,
affects the intensity of the frequencies, and hence what
one hears. “When there is more energy towards the mid
and higher frequencies, people tend to hear ‘Yanny’. When
the low frequencies are more emphasized, people will hear
‘Laurel’,” Crum said.

She added that our brains want to “categorize” the ele-
ments of speech when they are ambiguous, as in this case

passing them either into the “Laurel” box or “Yanny” box.
In addition, perception can be influenced by multiple fac-
tors such as age, sex or native language of the listener, she
explained. “There really isn’t a true reality, there is only
our perceptual reality,” Crum said. Jody Kreiman,
Professor of Head and Neck Surgery and Linguistics at
UCLA, said listeners would normally have “semantic con-
text” to interpret what they are hearing. “But in this case
we have an isolated sound with no context,” forcing peo-
ple to rely on a variety of other factors such as voices
they’ve listened to recently. The controversy recalls the
similarly impassioned debate that broke out over the
#TheDress: in 2015 a photo of a two-toned frock had
social media users tearing their hair out over whether its
colors were white and gold, or black and blue. — AFP 
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MOUNTAIN VIEW: Google CEO Sundar Pichai speaks onstage during the annual Google I/O developers
conference. — AFP 


